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Computerised library system and the
legal profession
P.K. PATIL

1. Introduction
The state of information eXplosion· seen from various dimensions is
unprecedented in the history of mankind. In order to find viable means to have access
to information in the present context, one has to heavily depend on the recent
developments in information and communication technology and the application of
computers to library operations. In view of the developments, the definition of
'Information technology' as adopted by UNESCO, appears to be most appropriate:
"The scientific, technological and engineering disciplines and the management techniques used in information handling and processing; their applications; computers and their interaction with men and machines; and
associated social, economic and cultural matters.,,1
Access to information is necessary for identifying problems as well as for solving
problems correctly. In almost every field of investigation, the task of supplying
information has proved to be complex mainly due to the fact that the information
requirements of practising lawyers, judges and others are not confined to any single
discipline but encroach upon the various disciplines, where the information is likely
to be useful. Along with a tremendous production of data, there is a multiplicity of
information sources, flooding the market, creating a situation where even
professionals are at a loss to cope with the enormous mass of information conveyed
through printed word and other media. There are other factors equally responsible
for creating a state of crisis. The greater demands for service from an ever increasing
number of current and-potential users in the field of law and the abundance of new
types of materials like micro-film, micro-fiche, etc. which cannot be treated by
conventional methods. As such, the Information Managers are called upon to build an
infrastructure of information transfer, with the main objective of providing the right
information to the right person at the right time at the right place and at the
minimum of cost.
In the field of legal study and research, information seekers are interested to find
out what the academicians and researchers elsewhere are doing, what they have
1.

Gordon, Michael D, "Deficiencies of Scientific Infomration Access and Output in Less Developed
Countries", Journal of the American Society for Information Science, 30 (6) (November 1979),
p342.
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accomplished, and what they intend to do in future in the respective fields of research
and investigation. To achieve this objective, it becomes necessary to bring about an
effective bi~liographical control and establish bibliographical tools, and more
important u~e of mechanical devices, whereby, the information generated anywhere in
the world is made available for productive purposes everywhere. Such a mechanism
will facilitate generation of new information which in turn could be fed back to the
system as whole.
Thus, efficiency of modern librarianship essentially depends on how best we,
adopt appropriate bibliographical apparatus and how effectively we avail ,the benefits
of computer technology which have so far provided viable and swift communication
aiming to conquer time and space. The pressures put on library services envisage new
approaches to solve intricate problems. The need of the hour is to adopt new
structural. arrangements to have deliberate and discreet co-operation and
coordination in pooling the resources by partcipating in global information s)'Stem in
order to establish a link between various units in a most pragmatic way to provide the
best information service in the most economical and efficient manner.

2. New technology and resources sharing
With the development of swift communication, no single library however big can
ever boast to be self-sufficient in terms of resources and services not,even the Library
of Congress in United States. It is necessary to encourage planned co-operation and
coordination among the existing libraries. Generally in the 'Indian context, resource
sharing is mainly confined to inter-library loan system which forms just a part of the
resource sharing. In practice, there is wider scope in pooling the resources and
services of all types of libraries and information centres to meet the needs of the
readers more efficiently as well as economically.
There are three important areas where it is possible to establish effective
resource sharing capabilities depending upon local and national needs: (1) in the field
of acquisition activities either area-wise or discipline-wise, to procure books, nonbook materials on methodical and rational basis under the Library System; (2) in
establishing co-operative and centralised cataloguing of books and other materials;
(3) in establishing depository centres of either less used or costly documents and
making such documents available to the respective readers avoiding unnecessary
duplications.
Considerable progress has been made on the procedural technology for storage
and retrieval system, automated indexing and classification. The establishment of
. Data-Bank and Data Centres is one of the important achievement of the modern
technology providing new methods in automated library service. Technology available
for miniaturization of documents and for reprography will in due course revolutionise
the library system. Among the mission oriented systems, the experiment carried out in
the field of education in United States of America is worth mentioning. INTREX
(Information Transfer Equipment) Project is designed to provide on-line access to
information source at remote terminal first within Masachusetts Institute of
Technology and then extended to any part of the· United States. Besides this project,
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EDUNET and ERIC deserve special mention. EDUNET Project when fully
implemented will have far reaching impact on library management, current awareness
and retrospective searching including research involving on-line data recording, online simulation, etc. and teaching oneself through connection with computer assisted
information networks.
Because of the inter-disciplinary .nature of the subject, legal information is
sought from two important categories of Data Bases. (1) Public Legal Data Bases and
(2) Public Non-legal Data Bases. WESTLAW and LEXIS provide comprehensive
legal data bases which include litigation support system. Here it is worthwhile to
mention the Governmental Data Bases such as JURIS, FLITE, RIPA useful for
legislators, their staff and other authorities in United States of America. Scope and
content of these data bases will have to be examined and studied thoroughly before
we make use of such data bases for establishing network of information retrieval
system.2

In the scheme of retrieving information, Legislative Tracking system has
assumed great importance, in view of the law-making undertaken by State and
Federal governments. Here it is essential to mention that JURIS is a computerized
legal research system developed and operated by the Department of Justice in United
States to assist federal attorneys in finding the law. JURIS happens to be interactive
system similar to WESTLAW and LEXIS. Information search can be undertaken
either by "Index searching" or by "Full text searching". Apart from the fact, JURIS
covers recent lower Federal Court cases and U.S. Supreme Court cases from 1900, it
contains the following important data :3
.
(a) West's Federal Digest;
(b) Holding of the courts of Military Review;
(c) Selected U.S. Attorney General's opinions;
(d) Nuclear Regulatory Commission Decisions;
(e)

Published Controller General sessions.

In particular the LAWNET is a recently started data base projected to serve all
sorts of law libraries. By using this data base, it is possible to locate a copy of
reference material and enable libraries to obtain it through inter-library loan. At
present about 50 libraries are reportedly participating and it is expected to cover more
libraries. Priority should be given in developing such system in India.

3. Trends in India
One of the significant developments in India during the last decade was the
establishment of the Electronic Commission in 1971 to formulate national policy for
the electronic field as well as to coordinate activities connected with the electronic

2.

Mason, Marg Ann, An Introduction to Using Computers in the Law, West Publishing Co., St. Paul,

3.

Minn. 1984. p. 99.
Ibid, p. 116.
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industry including the computer field. In turn Electronic
National Information Centre (NIe) at Delhi.

Commission

has organised a

Mainly due to the efforts of UNESCO
through
its UNISISTNATIS
Programmes,
perceptible change in the information environment
in developing
countries can be observed. Many of the countries, more so the developing ones, have
embarked on ambitious programmes of National Information Systems, along with a
formulation of national information policies. These programmes and policies, have
naturally, incorporated the adoption and utilization of modern information technologies. As a result various--pilot.studies and experimental programmes on a smaller
scale have been initiated. Some Indian experiments can be cited here. Under the
NISSA T Programmes, at the Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, a pilot SDI service
for selected scientists using the CAN/SDI software and CA condensute.s, INSPEC
tapes has been initiated. The on-line RECON Experiment, Bombay, can also be cited.
In addition to these computerized programmes, in the area of other information
technologies
like Reprographic,
micro-filming
equipment,
etc. a considerable
improvement has been made. For example, the sectoral information centres that are
identified under the NISSA T programme have been very well equipped with modern
reprographic and micro-filming facilities.
Apart from these trends due to the NISSA'!", several individual libraries and
information centres have also initiated computerization
programmes. At present,
computerization
is mainly limited to certain house keeping activities like serials
control, circulation control, etc. However, this development is almost solely confined
to special libraries and information centres attached to R & D or6anizations,
industries, IITs, etc. At the university level, the UGC has contributed towards
introduction
of computers in the universities. But at the public libraries level,
computers
(j.nd modern technologies are still a far cry and long way off. The legal
profession and law libraries, by and large have not availed the benefits of
computerised information retrieval system.

4. Computers and the legal profession
Practising lawyers seek information from many sources. Firstly, they heavily
depend upon their clients to provide basic information. Based on the information
provided lawyers refer to various legislations and case studies involving decisions of
various courts. The vital information gathered will have to be systematically organised
and stored in a convenient way and most important will be to analyse the information
methodically and to retrieve the appropriate information for solving the specific
problem involved in litigations. All these activities demand good memories and
capacity to retrieve the information at the proper time. All these activities are
effectively carried out by a computer, which is not only accurate and efficient, but most
desired by busy practising lawyers and judges to serve as a wonderful time saving tool.
Thus, it is stated that the computer serves as a nearly infallible instrument. The items
of tasks involved may be conveniently divided into two categories mentioned below :4

4.

Ibid, p. 8 and 9.
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Computation' and office
management

Legal research

Time-keeping

Factual research

Billing

Storage and retrieval of
litigation documents

Accounts receivable

Creation, storage, and retrieval of
memoranda, pleadings, forms, and
other office work products

Financial management
reports

Calendaring and docketing

Tax preparation

Conflict-of-interest checks

Amortization schedules

Client 'mailing lists

Estate planning

Personal records

Financial modelling.

General ledger

Tracking legislation.
Combination of the above mentioned activities enable the practising lawyers and
all concerned to make decision in respect of simple as well as complicated litigations
within span of very short time. Only few years ago what i~ made available through the
computerised system was not accessible at any price. In this way many clients and
lawyers are in a position to marshall the data required in the litigation, which
sometime ago was possible only to rich and affluent clientele. 'Justice delayed is
justice denied'. Probably, with the advent of computers the decision-making process
may quicken and reduce the time lag in litigation.
The fact is that computerised information can be used for either social good or
evil. There are increasing computer crimes today. Computer manufacturers and users,
and law enforcement persons are all very much concerned about the crimes involved
in the unauthorised use of technology. Rules and regulations in respect of copyright
patents and in general what is considered as intellectual property, have to be reexamined afresh in the light of modern technology. Judges and legislators are
required to revaluate traditional legal remedies. Interested parties will have to take
steps to make new statutory provisions to solve these intricate problems arising out of
modern technology. In this way, the field is wide open for practising lawyers to
specialize in this branch of law also.
Realising the importance of computer literacy among members of the legal
profession, many I~ schools in V.SA. offer course in 'Computer and the Law' and
the National Law School of India has also included 'Computer and the Law' as one of
the optional courses. Perhaps the schools, in due course of time, may contemplate
short and long term orientation courses for practising lawyers in this field of study
which is gaining importance in the high-tech society.
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Impact of computer revolution has influenced in all walks of life. Nancey
Beckman, Manager of Public Relations for the Source Telecomputer Corporation
predicts 'that the day will come when every home in the country is linked into
electronic information service network that provides the latest news, electronic
banking and rapid communication service'.5
In this way by turn of the 21st century, due to progress in high technology, we
enter into the Electronic Information Age. More and more information services will
be added. Hence, it is timely and urgent to prepare ourselves by spreading computer
literacy among lawyers and all those concerned with the legal system to lay the firm
foundation for future growth.

5. Conclusion
The successful implementation and use of a new technology have been based on
the combination of many factors, such as, technical, human, political, and cost factors
and these will influence the future whether or not a computerised information system
should be adopted. Modern technology and managerial techniques evolved during the
last few years in India are no substitute for a capable and efficient administrator, who
could use these tools to achieve the goals set for law libraries and to the legal
profession. The prospects of introducing modern technology in India depends on
administrative, physical and operational decisions. Once such plans and programmes
are designed and proper guidelines are provided with adequate financial support, it
will be possible to establish and manage an effective information network in India.
Further, such a system finally created with its infJ;astructure, may give lead for the
establishment
of world-wide information network activities. This hopefully will
facilitate transfer of technology and create a proper climate of understanding among
developed and developing countries.
ABBREVIATIONS

1.

CAN/SOl

Canadian on-line/Selective
Dissemination of Information

2.

EDUNET

Education Net Work (V.SA.)

3.

ERIC

Education Research Information Centre

4.

FLITE

FLITE is a batched rather than interactive system. This
means that the researcher mails his r.equest to the data
base computer, where attorney advisors perform the
search and then send the results back by mail

5.

INTREX

Information Transfer Equipment

6.

INSPEC

Information System for Physics, Electrical and Electronic
Engineering, Computer and Control engineering

5.

Owen. Jan, Understanding Compl/ter Information Networks, An Alfred Handy Guide, Surjeet
Delhi. 1988, p. 61.

Publications.
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7.

JURIS

JURIS is a computerized legal research system developed
and operated by the Department
of Justice to assist
federal attorneys in finding the law

8.

LAWNET

This newly developing data base is projected to serve all
law libraries

9.

NISSAT

National Information

10.

NATIS

National Information System

11.

RIRA

This data base serves the IRS exclusively, and its contents
renect the agency's needs. It includes: federal and tax
court cases; regulations; rulings; private letters and other
relevant agency information

12.

RECON

Resources Control on-line

13.

SOl

Selective Dissemination

14.

UNISIST

World Science Information System

* * * *
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